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On the Campaign Trail

By IRA PORTER
Managing Editor

It is questionable whether Nicolette John would have come back anywhere else at 6 a.m. Thursday except for the lower gymnasium in Burr. John and 15 of her friends and study buddies came over here to support our law guys and girls. The yelling and clapping she and her girls were doing reminded her of the high school's two teams in this year's intramural competition.

"We're smart and we're winning," John said laughing. This was in between all the games a1l4rac1, including students, faculty, staff and the last game starts at 6 p.m. There are 24 seats in the lobby and they range from student teams, to hospitality staff members. They pay a one-time $50 fee and whatever they get individual trophies. "It's a lot of fun," Barry said, "even if Napster file sharing is shut down while our trial is pending, we will do whatever we can to continue to provide more than $5 million Napster community access to music."
Jones Not Victim of Racial Profiling, Police Say

NAACP Wraps Up Week of Activities With Candid Discussion on Race and Cops

By Terrisa Woods

Hilltop Staff Writer

Captain Mike Reese of Metropolitan Police's special detective and patrol units still insists that he is not a part of the case of Howard student Prince Jones. "With the case of Prince Jones, being that it has no leading suspect, we can say that it was racially motivated," Captain Reese said that it was racially motivated. Even today, hopefuls see the place and the school as the school for those that to make it right and have the desire to make a difference in their community in a positive way. "The officer after a collection of an uncorrupted vehicle, it's supposed to be a uniform and you show some type of ID if you are not really with the police," Senator Broun-Brooklyns explains.

Tips on Fighting Racial Profiling

If you ever feel that your rights are being violated or if you feel that your rights are being violated, you need to stop that because that's what racial profiling. Racial profiling is different than regular profiling. It enables the users to listen to the music while it's being played on the computer, it's expand your internet experience.

Matheny, a Howard student in the sciences, said Gnutella can be used to transfer audio and video files without downloading them. "I had stopped once to speak to some friends, and I was surprised to hear them say that they were using Gnutella to transfer files," Matheny said.

Author bell hooks Denounces Black Movie Portrayals

By Stacia Adams

Hilltop Staff Writer

Fortune author bell hooks spoke vividly against the Hollywood film "Slow Dogs," which was often portrayed as incompetent and ineffective in Hollywood. She said she was disappointed with the portrayal of black actors in the movie, "Duncan was a black prisoner that healed himself in the movie, and we saw that in the movie," hooks said. "It makes me sad to see the way that black actors are portrayed, and it's a sad commentary on our society today.

"commitment to intellectual life in the segregated system," she said. "I feel that the film was a way to express what I believe in, and I feel that it was done well." According to hooks, the messages we receive from our families most of the time tend to be mixed messages. "Sometimes parents might promote their children's love and encourage their children's love, and sometimes they might not, and I feel that the film was a way to express what I believe in, and I feel that it was done well." According to hooks, the messages we receive from our families most of the time tend to be mixed messages. "Sometimes parents might promote their children's love and encourage their children's love, and sometimes they might not, and I feel that the film was a way to express what I believe in, and I feel that it was done well." According to hooks, the messages we receive from our families most of the time tend to be mixed messages. "Sometimes parents might promote their children's love and encourage their children's love, and sometimes they might not, and I feel that the film was a way to express what I believe in, and I feel that it was done well."
The Police Report is a weekly feature detailing the reports taken by the Campus Police and is provided as a public service to the Howard University community. Compiled by Campus Editor Christopher Windham.

Asthma Volunteers Needed for NIH Research Study

The Pulmonary-Critical Care Medicine Branch at the National Institutes of Health is looking for individuals with asthma between the ages of 18-65 to participate in a 3 to 4 day research study. A thorough medical evaluation and monetary compensation will be provided. If interested, please call (301) 402-1553.

How do you plan to celebrate Black History Month? While Black History Month is observed in February, it is important to remember the contributions of African Americans throughout the year. What events or activities will you participate in to honor and learn about the achievements of Black Americans?

The Hilltop Not a Weekly Anymore

The Hilltop is now one of the Nation's most frequently published HBCU newspapers. The Howard University community can enjoy news and notes from campus and the Global community every Tuesday and Thursday. We're trying hard to bring more of your news to you!

The memorial of Howard’s former president Dr. Daniel A. Payne is displayed at the chapel. He was the first of the university’s seven presidents, and his image has been a symbol of the institution’s proud heritage.

Check out the Pepsi® College Invasion Get free Pepsi® One® and a shot at winning great prizes.

www.pepsi.com/invasion

TASTE MORE, LIKE A REAL COLA.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

You can have every issue of the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper mailed to your home or office.

Be a part of history in the making!

Year $70
(37 ISSUES)
Semester $35

Please send my subscription to:
Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
Phone: __________________________
Please indicate: Year or Semester

Send subscription information and make checks or money orders payable to:
THE HILLTOP
Attn: Anita Barksdale
2251 Sherman Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20001
For more details call 202-806-6866
or email us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
Possible Airline Strikes Could Interrupt Spring Break
Students Scramble to Shovel Up Plans As Airlines Try to Reassure Passengers

By Katie Huber
Hilltop Staff Writer

Workers threatening to strike at the four major airlines have caused many students worried about upcoming vacation plans.

"I planned my entire spring break plans around the flight that I was supposed to fly on a trip to Mexico," said Tiffany Trice, junior biology major. "Spring break is a time when you can finally escape from your school work and just relax, but we are being forced to worry about the situation.

A strike could affect not only Tiffany but her friends as well, as many students purchase their flights over the winter break to avoid the prices during peak times. Prices tend to be higher during these times, due to the demand for flights.

Within the last few months, American Airlines will have to settle with its flight attendants, Delta with its pilots, and United and Northwest with their flight attendants. Without some form of agreement, one or more strikes from the members would occur in the future.

Recent events have shown that customer satisfaction is at an all-time low for airlines. According to a report by the federal government's Transportation Department, the airlines are becoming more and more difficult to deal with.

The White House spoke strongly about the situation, convincing travelers that they can still travel safe and sound. In the end, the airlines must come to a resolution, or conflicts will arise in the future.

Mexican Factory Strike Tests WRC's Procedures

By Mia M. Guzy

New Black Panther Party Leader

James Muhammad, a spokesperson for the Nation of Islam and editor of the Final Call newspaper, confirmed Tuesday that information for a possible strike circulated.

The Workers' Rights Commission (WRC), a non-governmental organization in the United States, has been established working board, the WRC president, to monitor and enforce workers' rights and get them back on the job. The WRC will be meeting with the companies to make sure that the workers are being treated fairly.

Although many workers have been on strike for weeks, and an agreement between management and workers has yet to be reached, workers are still trying to organize through the WRC. They feel that the WRC is not doing enough to support their cause, as it is not giving them the support they need.

The WRC still faces several challenges, including the issue of funding and the need for better communication with the workers. Nonetheless, the WRC continues to support the workers' rights and aims to help them in their struggle for justice.

Check It Out In The Hilltop...

The Best Way To Start Your Tuesday...and Your Friday


One Month Out of Office and Clinton Debate Continues

By Cherie Ventral

Khalid Abdul Muhammad, who declared himself the new leader of the Nation of Islam, spoke briefly on the debate following the death of Louis Farrakhan.

"We are working as a member of the Peace Makers," he said. "And we are talking about the future.

The Observer

This is what the WRC is trying to do...and that is what the WRC is doing."

The Hilltop...
By truck and sat there in the filthy and unkempt just gone my first bike when I was five. I rode street. and slipped in some mud. causing me to land ambivalent feelings through my body.

up and down the block. I attempted to turn and stopped in the middle of the block in order to look at the other kids who had already passed me. I was still on my bike when a nearby car honked. I had been passing by two pairs of eyes. It was a cc and Pay sprawled around laughing at me. At the sight of laughter I was some kind of bloody head and wiped the rear of my head with my sleeve. I held my bike as if I was being attacked.

A bike was my best friend and I believe it for me to keep the good memories of how childhood is. However, I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away. I know now that whenever it seems simple happiness that I had almost allowed to slip away.
Johnson leads men's team vs. Rattlers. He 411 .267 6 18 .250

Gardner leads Howard to huge victory By FREDDY McCooNDR

Gardner has finally made her team. After dropping the last two basketball games and missing Caleda Cooke Parson, the Lady Bison put up a 103-69 Saturday afternoon in the Burr Gymnasium.

The Rattlerettes came into the Burr with the goal of closing the gap between Howard and the rest of the conference. The Lady Bison, however, were not intimidated by the conference. The Lady Bison, however, were not intimidated by the conference.

"My main focus is on my team and getting them to the playoffs," Gardner said. Essence Coggins led the way with eight points and a blocked shot. Kennedy was 4 for 6 from the three-point line. Abdullah had 17 points. went 6 for 13 from the floor and 6 for 13 from the free-throw line. Wilkins, however, finished with 19 points.

For the Rattlers, their leading scorer Jonatha Stokes lead the men's team over the Rattlers. He had 14 points. For the freshmen, you have only heard the horror stories. They have really done a lot to our team. Their records and their effort are a great testament to our young people. I applaud them.

It was that J though the men's team wouldn't win. I saw hustle. The Lady Bison shot 50 percent from the field and 67 percent from the free-throw line. Wilkins, however, finished with 19 points. They didn't play their best. but they played well. For that, I applaud them. It was that I thought they were more than just a team. They're more than just a team. They're more than just a team.
Howard Men Defeat FAMU

From Lady B, All

Howard Howard scored a game-high 26 points for the Bison in a 78-71 victory over FAMU. Senior forward Sean Abdullah led Howard with 12 points, including four of his free throws giving the Bison a two-point lead. Abdullah made the free throw tying the game at 59-59. Howard won the game on the strength of its late run, scoring 14 of its last 17 points in the second half. Howard's next game is against Bethune-Cookman on Sunday afternoon in the Burr Center.

Lady Bison Blast FAMU Women

From Lady B, All

Howard Women scored a game-high 26 points for the Lady Bison in a 78-71 victory over FAMU. Senior guard Andrea Gardner led Howard with 25 points and 16 rebounds. Andrea had four points and three assists. Toddie Thompson also scored 12 points. Howard Women next game is against Bethune-Cookman on Sunday afternoon in the Burr Center.

Basketball Teams Restore Faith

From Faith, All

It doesn’t hurt that there are some good players on the team from the great basketball state of California. The markets from the California indicators assure that the basketball team will be in the conference tournament.

Brown Discusses Legacy of Black Arts Movement

From Lecture, At

"Black Pride," a painting by an anonymous artist, was the first painting that dealt with police harassment and their maltreatments of black people. This title leads to the movement. "A Tradition," which means "to tell" in Hebrew.

Another painting on display was "A Tradition," which instructed police officers on how to interact with black people. The painting is a gift from the artist to the Howard University Basketball Team.

There was also a painting called "A Tradition of the Dance." It has a message for black people reminding them that wherever they are, they should always remember that their history and background came from Africa and still is in Africa.

Another great influential artist of the movement was Ben Jones, a Muslim painter who depicted black people in African works. "Gone," "Stolen," and "Modern Men in Africa," the last title, was included in the early paintings. In "Cotton Pickers," it is clear that black people are living in a culture far from their own vision of paradise. They are being forced to abandon their culture and go away from their family because every time there were still cotton pickers.

Confidence you have through reverence

Tuesday, February 20, 2001

Napster Suit Makes Prompts Eagerness From Competitors

From Napster, AQ

eRadio, WebCast, and the traditional radio station if the farmer does not buy a CD, the artist still earns money through mp3.com’s "payback-for-playback" system. The artist still earns money through mp3.com’s "payback-for-playback" system.

A number of other music sharing services have been created, such as Excite and Amazon, which allows users to download music and audio files. Scott has also made copyright claims and is being monitored.

Brown Discusses Legacy of Black Arts Movement

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., P.O. Box 73538, Washington, DC 20013, Atttn: Sadie Yancy.

Sadie Yancy Scholarship Essay Contest for Freshman Women

Question

Who is the author of "The Color Purple" and what is the significance of the book in African American women's literature?

Rules

• Entries may only be submitted by full-time, first year, undergraduate female students currently enrolled in any of the schools and colleges of Howard University.

• Entries must be approximately and no more than 500 words, typed and double-spaced on white paper. Please include your name, local mailing address, and telephone number(s), and e-mail address.

• Entries must be postmarked by Monday, March 12, 2001.

Please forward all entries to:

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., P.O. Box 73538, Washington, DC 20013, Atttn: Sadie Yancy.
**The Team And The Stability of Howard**

Selloane Simmons

Without knowing it you may have spoken to some of the individuals who are making a difference at Howard University, whenever you spoke to someone in the Student Affairs office, you may have been talking to the Student Affairs employees: Dean Christopher Windham Brandon M. Bickerstaff Karleen R. Roy

Executive Editor

The Hilltop has condensed its editorial and opinions pages into one. The editors, which appear in the top right-hand corner of the page, reflect the views and opinions of Howard students. Signed columns reflect the views of the authors.

**Point of View**

Ten years ago at one of our annual debates the question was asked: "What is Africa's greatest problem?" Two candidates were given the floor to give one answer. The question was devoid of politics; facts were not spared in answering. Now, the question is more difficult to answer. Africa's greatest problem is not something related to AIDS; it is something related to AIDS. Africa is faced with a problem that is on the border of every continent. This problem is HIV/AIDS.

AIDS is the reason why so many people are dying. In fact, it is the main reason why so many countries are suffering. Africa is faced with a problem that is on the border of every continent. This problem is HIV/AIDS.

The Hilltop is not going to ignore this problem. We are going to take on this problem and we are going to do so in a way that is going to make a difference. We are not going to ignore the issue, but we are going to do something about it.

The Hilltop is going to take on this problem and we are going to do so in a way that is going to make a difference. We are not going to ignore the issue, but we are going to do something about it.

**Howard and the Shortest Month**

Debra E. Simms

The shortest month in the year is February. President Bush's 2001 budget, the first that would be enacted in 2001, includes $63 billion for the veterans' affairs. The Department of Veterans Affairs is the largest employer in the United States, with a budget of $10 billion. The Department of Veterans Affairs is the largest employer in the United States, with a budget of $10 billion.

The Hilltop is happy to announce that we will be publishing an editorial on the month of February, which will be on sale at the beginning of the month.

**The Eleventh Plague**

Eva Emajeno

Ten years ago at one of our annual debates the question was asked: "What is Africa's greatest problem?" Two candidates were given the floor to give one answer. The question was devoid of politics; facts were not spared in answering. Now, the question is more difficult to answer. Africa's greatest problem is not something related to AIDS; it is something related to AIDS. Africa is faced with a problem that is on the border of every continent. This problem is HIV/AIDS.

AIDS is the reason why so many people are dying. In fact, it is the main reason why so many countries are suffering. Africa is faced with a problem that is on the border of every continent. This problem is HIV/AIDS.

The Hilltop is not going to ignore this problem. We are going to take on this problem and we are going to do so in a way that is going to make a difference. We are not going to ignore the issue, but we are going to do something about it.

The Hilltop is going to take on this problem and we are going to do so in a way that is going to make a difference. We are not going to ignore the issue, but we are going to do something about it.

**Editorial**

The Strategic Framework For Action Part II

The Strategic Framework For Action II. Howard University President Dr. Robert L. Murphy II has proposed a plan to increase the university's financial endowment by $2 billion over the next five years. The plan, which is expected to be implemented in 2002, is designed to provide the university with the financial resources necessary to fund a variety of initiatives, including the construction of new facilities, the establishment of new academic programs, and the enhancement of existing programs.

The plan includes a number of key components, including an increase in the university's fundraising efforts, a focus on strengthening existing relationships with alumni and other stakeholders, and the establishment of new partnerships with businesses and other organizations.

The plan is expected to be well received by the university community, and it is hoped that it will help to ensure the long-term financial stability of Howard University.
the shortest distance between you and your refund

No question. IRS e-file is the time-shaving way to get your tax refund back in less than half the usual time.

Speediest of all, specify Direct Deposit to your bank account, and you could get the money in as little as ten days.

Forty million people will use IRS e-file to file their taxes this year. It's fast, easy, secure.

And so accurate, there are fewer time-wasting mistakes to correct.

Now you can also sign your return electronically.

You can e-file federal and state taxes with one click, to hurry along your state refund too.

If you owe taxes, you have several options for paying electronically.

Ask your tax preparer to e-file your return for you. Or do it on your own computer.

For details, visit us at www.irs.gov
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER ROOM 117 FOR 2001-02 HILLTOP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF AND BUSINESS MANAGER APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE TODAY THRU FEBRUARY 28, 2001 DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS FEBRUARY 28, 2001 AT 5:00 PM